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TESTING EQUALITY OF TWO REGRESSIONS 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A. study of sea- surface temperatures off the Pacific Coast 

of the United States gave rise to some problems associated with the 

comparison of two subsamples based on certain sufficient statistics 

for the combined sample and one of the subsamples. The coeffi- 

cients of a linear regression equation were determined by the method 

of least squares from a set of sea -surface temperature observations 

extending westward from the Pacific Coast to a given meridian, with- 

in one degree of latitude. From oceanographic considerations it was 

to be expected that observations taken over the continental shelf would 

come from a different parental population than the observations taken 

in the deep ocean. A regression equation was fitted to all of the data, 

and at a later date to the deep ocean data only. The output of the 

compute program which was used included the coefficients, the total, 

regression, and residual sums of squares, and the deviations of the 

estimates based on the regression equation using the estimated coef- 

ficients and the initial observations from which the coefficients were 

estimated. 

After these calculations the research was inactive for a period 

of time. Upon reactivation, the hypothesis that the sea- surface 

temperature observations taken in the continental shelf area and the 

sea -surface temperature observation taken in the deep ocean come 



from the same parental population became of interest. If 

PP` 

yi = ) xi.b: +si for i = 1(1)n1 is the set of regression equa- 
13 J 

J =1 

tions for a fit using the deep ocean data and y. = 

p 

Z 

x..c. + c. for 
13 3 1 

j =1 

i = n1 +1(1)n is the set of regression equations for a fit using the 

shelf area data, n being the total number of observations and n1 

being the number of observations taken in the deep ocean, then the 

usual procedure would be to test the hypothesìs that b. = c, for 
J J 

j = 1(1)p. Clearly, if any b. c., then the data taken in the deep 
J J 

ocean and the data taken over the continental shelf do not come from 

the same population. 

However, to test this hypothesis additional computations are 

needed, since the continental shelf area data had not been fitted with 

the regression equation during the original analysis. During the time 

the research was inactive, the regression analysis computer program 

became obsolete and the raw data were mislaid, so additional com- 

putations were not readily obtainable. 

For practical reasons, it was deemed necessary to utilize the 

computations that already existed, rather than compute the estimates 

of the coefficients for the shelf area data. It was felt that if the 

respective coefficients for the two fits (total sample, a., and deep 

ocean sample, b.) were not equal it was due to the influence of the 

1 

# 
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continental shelf area data which were included in the total sample 

fit and not included in the deep ocean fit. It was recognized that the 

estimates of the corresponding coefficients, á. and b, for 
J J 

j = 1(1)p, might be different due to random variations alone, hence 

a statistic was needed to test the hypothesis that the respective coef- 

ficients derived from the two fits of the data were equal. Further- 

more, the statistic should utilize only the computations that already 

existed; that is, no new computations would be made. 

The statistical procedures for such a situation are the topic of 

this thesis. The succeeding chapters will develop statistics which 

may be used to test hypotheses concerning the parental population 

from which the observations were drawn, and to construct confidence 

regions for the parameters associated with the regression equation, 

under varying assumptions about the data and availability of computa- 

tions. The final statistic to be discussed is a conservative approxi- 

mation to an F statistic which utilizes only the limited computations 

as mentioned previously. 



II. NOTATION AND BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

Let Y = 
(y1 y2 yn)' be an n X 1 vector of regressor 

variables. Let Y be partitioned so that Y' _ [ W' Z' ] where 

W is nl X 1 and Z is n2 X 1 and n 
1 

+n2 = n. Henceforth, 

Y will be referred to as the total sample or Y- sample, W as the 

W- sample, Z as the Z- sample, and W and Z collectively as 

the disjoint or independent subsamples. Using this partitioning of Y 

it is clear that Y- sample is the combination of the disjoint W- and 

Z- samples. Let 

X = 

x11 x12 Xip 

X21 X22 X2p 

Xnl Xn2 
Xnp 

be an n X p matrix of regressand variables, and let X be parti- 

tioned so that X' = [ U' , V' ] where U is n1 X p and V is 

n2 X p. Let c = (el e en)' be an n X 1 vector of random 

variables; let E be partitioned so that E' = [ri' , 5'] where 11 

is n1 X 1 and b is n2 X 1. Let A = (a1 a2 a )' 

B = (b1 b2 bp)' and C = (c c c)' be p X 1 vectors. 

4 

, 

... 

P 

, 
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The regression equations for the total sample may be written 

in matrix form as Y = XA + e . If Y and X are partitioned as 

indicated, then the regression equations for the data in these parti- 

tions may be written as W = UB + ri and Z = VC + 6 . 

It is assumed throughout that n1 > p and n2> p, and that 

the matrices X'X, U'U, and V'V have full rank p. 

The discussion in this thesis relies heavily on the theory of linear 

models of full rank. Graybill (2, p. 110 -114) summarizes much of 

this theory in his Theorem 6. 1 which is partially restated here for 

convenience. 

Theorem 2. 1: If Y = XA + c is a linear model of full rank and if 

e is distributed N(0, o2I), the estimators 

and 

A = (X'X)-lY'Y 

62 = Y' (I-X(X' X) -1 X' )Y/ (n-p) 

= (Y'Y-Á'X'Y)/ (n-p) 

= (Y -XÂ)' (Y -XÂ)/ (n -p) 

have the following properties: 

(1) Á is distributed N(A, 62(X1X) -1 ), 

2 2 2 (2) (n-p)â- / o- is distributed as X , n-p 



and 

(3) Á and 62 are independent. 

The use of a circumflex (n) over a parameter indicates an 

estimator for that parameter and, thus, a random variable. For 

example, Â is an estimator of A. Since least- squares esti- 

mators and maximum- likelihood estimators are equivalent when the 

residuals (e) of a regression equation are distributed multivariate 

normal (5, p. 348), the circumflex will be interpreted to mean either 

one of these estimators in that situation but only the least- squares 

estimator when the residuals are not multivariate normal. 

The matrix equations Â = (X'X) -1X'Y when written in the 

form X'XÂ = X'Y are known as the normal equations (2, p. 111). 

6 
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III. TESTS AND CONFIDENCE REGIONS FOR THE DIFFERENCE 
BETWEEN TWO COEFFICIENT VECTORS FROM 

INDEPENDENT SAMPLES 

The simplest case is the situation where both residual vari- 

ances are known exactly. This is of theoretical interest only since 

such knowledge would never be available in practice, but the deriva- 

tion of tests is informative in that it shows the underlying structure 

of the problem. 

Let the regression equations for the two samples be 

W = UB + ri and Z = VC + S, where is N(0, o-l2 I) and 6 is 

N(0, o-2I). By Theorem 2.1 B = (U'U)-lU'W, C= (V'V) -1V'Z, 

B is N(B, 0-1 (U'U) -1), and C is N(C, a-22(V'V)-1). Since 

B and C are computed from independent samples, they are 

independent. Consequently, the moment generating function of 

B -C will be the product of the moment generating functions of 

B and -C. Letting T= (t1 t2 t)' we have (3, p. 343 -347) 

these moment generating functions: 

mB(T) = exp {T'B + 
Z 

T' o- 1(U'U)-1T} 

m C(T) = me(-T) = exp {-T'C + 
2 

T' o-2(V'V)-1T} . 

Hence, 

r1 
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mB-C(T) -mB(T) m-C(T) 

= exp {T'B+T'o-1(U'U)1T} exp {-T'C+Z T'o-2(V'V)-1T} 

=exp{T'(B-C)+Z T'[61(U'U)-1+o2(V'V)-1]T} , 

the moment generating function of a p- variate normally distributed 

random variable with mean B -C and dispersion matrix 

o-1(U'U)-1 a-207.'11-1 

-1 
Theorem 3.1: 

I 
[ 0 (U'U) -1 +o-2(V'V) -1] (B -C) 

ted as ,2 
X 

(p,A)* 

is distribu- 

That is, the quadratic form has a non -central 

chi- square distribution with p degrees of freedom and non - 

centrality parameter X = 
2 

(B -C)'[ o- (U'U)- 1 
1 
+o-2(V'V) 

l] 
(B -C). 

Proof: Let D = 612 (U'U) + 2(V'V) -1. Because D is sym- 

metric positive definite, there exists (2, p. 3) a non -singular matrix 

P such that PDP' = I or D = P -1 -1 
1 or D 

-1 
= P'P. 

A 

Define a random variable R = P(B -C). The moment generating 

function for R is: 

mR(T) = mP(B-C)(T) - m(B-C)(P'T) 

= exp {T'P(B-C) + 
Z 

T'PDP'T} 

= exp {T'P(B-C) + 
Z 

T'T} , 

hence R is N(P(B -C), I). The quadratic form R'R has a 

. 



non -central chi - square distribution with p degrees of freedom 

and non -centrality parameter X (B -C)PP (B -C) 4(BC)1D4(BC) 

(2, p. 83). But, R'R = (B- C)'P'P(B -6) _ (B- c)'D- 1(B -C) which 

proves the theorem. 

If one is interested only in testing a hypothesis about the 

homogeneity of the two independent samples, then a test of the 

hypothesis that B = C, when 61 and 62 are known, would 

be such a test and the non -central chi -square statistic in Theorem 

3. 1 would be the appropriate test statistic. However, if it is a 

confidence region that is of interest, a central chi -square variable 

involving the parameters B and C must be used. 

Theorem 3. 2: [ (B- C)- (B -C)]' [ o-i(U'U) -1 +v2(V'V)- ]- 1[(B- C)- (B -C)] 

has a chi -square distribution with p degrees of freedom. 

Proof: The moment generating function of a constant vector K, 

say, is 

mK(T) = ml(K'T) = exp {T'K} . 

Consequently, the moment generating function for -(B -C) is 

(T) = exp {- T'(B -C)} . Because a constant and a random m- 
(B 

variable are independent, it follows that 

9 
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m(B-C)-(B-C)(T) u m(B-C)(T) m-(B-C)(T) 

= exp {Z T'[cri(U'U)-1+0_2(V'V)-1 

Hence, (B- C) -(B -C) is N(0, 61(U'U) -1 + c2(V'V)-1). By the 

same reasoning employed in Theorem 3. 1, the quadratic form 

(B-C)-(B-c)]' [ rri(U'U) -1 cr2(V'V)11 
1 

[(B- C)- (B -C)] 

has a non -central chi - square distribution with p degrees of 

freedom and non- centrality parameter 

-1 

X =z[(B-C)-(B-C)]'[61(U'U)-1+a-2(V'V)-1] [(B-C)-(B-C)]= 0 . 

Therefore, the quadratic form has a central chi - square distribu- 

tion. 

If 

s = [ (B-C)-(B-C)]' [ o-1 (U'U)-1 [ (B-C')-(B-C)] 

and Xl (p) is the 1 -a point of the chi -square distribution, 

then P [ < 2 S X1 -a (p)] = 1 -a determines a confidence region in 

p- space. The boundary of the 100(1 -a)% confidence region is given 

by the ellipsoid 

-1 
[ (B-C)-(B-C)]'[ 61(U'U)-1 +62(V'V)-1] [(B-C)-(B-C)] =X1-a(p) 

T} . 

-a 

+ 



in p -space centered at the point (firer '62 -c2, ,b -c ) 

P P 

(5, p. 265). 

Let us now consider the case where the variances are 

unknown but equal. If the values of o-1 and 62 are unknown, 

11 

but the two parameters are known to be equal in value (61 = 62 = 62), 

then one may construct a non -central F statistic to test the 

homogeneity hypothesis, that is, test the hypothesis B = C. It is 

also possible to construct a confidence region for (B -C) in 

p -space using a central F statistic. This construction is based on 

the above non -central x2 statistic and the estimate of 62 

obtained by pooling the residual sums of squares from the two 

regressions. This development is summarized by 

Theorem 3. 3: The ratio 

{ (B- C)'[(U'U) -1+ (V'V (B-6)(n-2p) }/ p {[(n1-08-21+ 
A -p)6Z] 

1 

has a non -central F distribution with p and n -2p degrees of 

freedom and non -centrality parameter 

-1 
= (B-C)'[ (U'U)-1 + (WV) 1] (B-C)/ (262) . 

Proof: From Theorem 2. 1 we know that 

(W -UB)' (W -UB)/ o-1 = (n1 p)61/ o-1 has a chi -square distribution 

with n1 -p degrees of freedom, (Z- VC)'(Z- VC) /o-2 = (n2- p)v2/62 

-1 

= 

1 1 1 
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has a chi - square distribution with n2 -p degrees of freedom, 

and o1 are independent, and that C and cr2 are independent. 

By virtue of the fact that W- sample and Z- sample are disjoint, we 

2 2 also know that these four terms (B, C, &, and ô-2) are mutually 

independent. If a = a = 62 , then [ (n1-P)$1 + (n2-P)Z/ 0 2] 

has a chi -square distribution with n -2p degrees of freedom (3, p. 

139 -140). By Theorem 3. 1 

1 

0%3-6)1 WM-1 + (V'V) -1] (B -C) /0-2 

has a non -central chi -square distribution with p degrees of free - 

-1 -1 
2 

dom and non -centrality parameter X= (B- C)'[(U'U) +(V'V) ] (B- C)g,cr . 

Therefore, the ratio 

{(B [ (U'U)-1+ (V'V) -1] (p0.2) }/ {[(n1-P)(9.1+ (n2 P) 2]/(n:2p)a.2 } 

_ {(B-C)'[ cui U)-1+ or' +(V'V) ] 3A3 -e) -2p)}/ { [(n1-P) 12 +(n p) 2] p } 

has a non -central F distribution with p and n -2p degrees of 

freedom and non -centrality parameter given above. 

The independence of the numerator and denominator in the 

non -central F statistic is not affected by making the numerator a 

central chi - square statistic by subtracting the mean (B -C) from 

(B -C). Therefore, 

1 

F= {[(B-C)-(B-C)]'[(U'U) 
-1 A2 1] 

[(B-C)-(B-C)](n-2p)}/{[(rp)61+(P)6Z] P 

has a central F distribution with p and n -2p degrees of 

10'3-6)/ 

-1 

B 
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freedom. 

If F -a(p, n -2p) is the 1 -a point of the F distribution 

with the indicated degrees of freedom, then P[ F<Fl- a(p,n- 2p)] =1 -a 

determines a 100(1 -a)% confidence ellipsoid for (B -C) in p- space, 

bounded by the surface F = F -a(p, n -2p), and c entered 
at (b1 -c1 , b2 -c2, , b -c ). 

P P 

As is usually the case, the problem becomes much more 

difficult when the variances are both unknown and unequal, the 

Behrens- Fisher problem. It is now necessary to rely on tests and 

confidence regions based on approximate distributions arising from 

the large sample properties of maximum likelihood estimators. 

Let L be the likelihood function for a probability density function 

that has m parameters Q = (q 
1 

q2 .. qm)' . Then 

(4, p. 51 - 55 ), the asymptotic distribution of the maximum like- 

lihood estimate Q is multivariate normal with the parameters as 

means, and dispersion matrix D, where D 
-1 

= ((r..)) with 
iJ 

ri. = -E { ô 21ág L } 

J ql c1 

Ultimately, the distribution of [(B -C)' , CO-2-ás)1T is needed. 

In order to derive it, the distribution of [ B' , vi ]' and 
2 
]' 

must be determined. Let 

[ C' , 



nl 

L= f(W; B,o-i) = (2Tr) 2 (0-1) ? exp {- z (W-UB)' (W-UB) } 

2v1 

14 

n nl nl 

= (2Tr) 
2 (vi) 2 

exp 
12 

20 
1 m=1 

then 
nl 

log L = - 1 log(2Tr)- 21 log(o-i)- 1 Z ON 

20"1 
m=1 

Slog L 1 

ab. 
2o- 

1 

2 
0-1 

and 

m=1 
nl 

2(w - 

k=1 

k=1 

u mkbk) 2 } , 

umkbk)(-umi) 

p 

u w - ml umkbk), 

m=1 k=1 

nl 
821og L 1 1 

8b.8b. 2 umi( umj)= - 2 
i J 61 m=1 61 m= 

n 
1 

1 

0- 2 
1 

Also 

k=1 

umkbk)2 , 

u! u m mj 

(i, j th element of U' U) . 

nl 

1 
- 

- 

p 

- 

{ L (wm- 

nl 
P 

2 

_ - 



and 

a log L nl 1 
+ 

2 - - 2 4 
0(cr ) 26 2o- 

1 1 m=1 k=1 

2 

umkbk) , 

ó21og L n1 
1 

A r 2 

- 
2 a 6 2 220- 4 

6 (Wm- umkbk ) , 

( 1) 1 1 m=1 k=1 

á21og L 1 _ u (w - 
âb. ó 2 

0- 
4 mi m 

1 1 1 m=1 

Therefore the elements 

for are 

umkbk) . 

k=1 

15 

r., of the inverse of the dispersion matrix 
iJ 

2 
8 log L 

} - - E { - 12 (i, jth element of U'U) 
ab. ab. 6 

J 

-12 (i, jth element of U' U) 

for i, j = 1(1)p, 

nl 

ri(p+l ) 
= r(p+l - E { - umi 

6 1 m=1 n 

1 

4 / , umiE (wm 
o- 

1 m= k=1 

k=1 

umkbk) = 0 

umkbk) 

- /, 

[B' 
(r. 

2' ] 
' 1 

r.. =-E 
13 

i 

} 

1 

4 } 

m - 

Q 

{ 
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for i = 1(1)p, and 

n1 

nl 1 

r (p+ 1) (p+ 1) 
= - E { (wm - 

26 
1 1 m=1 k=1 

umkbk) 2} 

a p 
2 

_ - 
24 6 E(wm umkbk) 

1 m=1 k=1 

nl 
n1 

1 6 2 n1 
4 + 6 1 4 

261 Cr 261 

If D is the dispersion matrix for [Ili', a-i ' 1 , then combining 

the above results gives 

D-1 = 

1 

2 
6 

and consequently (6, p. 48 -51), 

D 

61 -1 

0 

0 

nl 

2o-4 

0 

26 1 

nl 

According to large sample theory, if the maximum - likelihood 

6 

+ - 

_ - 

m=1 

0 

= 

1 

P 

nl 

(U'U) 
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estimators for the parameters in the dispersion matrix are substi- 

tuted for the parameters, a good approximation of the density func- 

tion for [ B', & 1 ] ' is obtained (5, p. 264). Therefore, [ ] is 

61 

approximately multivariate normal with mean 

matrix /i 
_p 

n61 (U'U) 
-1 

1 

o 

2(n1-p)6 
2 nl 

and dispersion 

Similarly, for large samples [ e2 ] is approximately multivari- 
62 

ate normal with mean [ 2 ] and dispersion matrix 
62 

= 

n _p 

n 62(V'V 
2 

o 

o 

2(n2-p)6 2 

2 
n2 

Using the same argument as in Theorem 3. 1, it clearly 

follows that for large samples the quadratic form 

/1 

1 
is the unbiased estimator of 6 1 

lihood estimator of o- 
2 is (nl -p)8-2/ nl 

The maximum like- 

B 

o 

[ B 
61 

ff 

] 

. 

. 



B-C 
2 21 

o- -o -2 

n -p n -p 

nâ- 1(U' U)-1+ n 6 2(V,v)- 
1 2 

0 

1 

2(nl p)6 p)6 2 
+ 

nl 
n2 

18 

has approximately a non -central chi -square distribution with p +l 

degrees of freedom and non -centrality parameter 

B-C 
X=I[ 2 21 61-62 

n1-132 -1 n-p -1 

n 
1(tTU) + 6 (V`V ) 0 

1 2 

2(nl p)61 2(n2 p2 
2 + 2 

n1 n2 

[B2 -C 
2 ]. o1-62 

This non -central chi -square statistic can be used in an approximate 

test of the hypothesis that the two subsamples (W- sample and Z- 

sample) have the same parameters. 

Letting D be the matrix in the above quadratic form and 

using the same argument as in Theorem 3. 2 we see that 

(B-C)-(B-C)- 
D 

(a 
2 2 2 

1 6 6 ) -6Z 2)- 1 

(B -C) - (B -C) 

2 2 2 2 

(61-62) - (61 -62) 

has approximately, for large samples, a central chi -square distribu- 

tion with p +l degrees of freedom. Therefore, an ellipsoidal 

100 (1-a)% confidence region with center at 

0 

1 

2 2 

' n 

nl "B-c 
2 

al P2 

_ 



(b1 -c1, b2 -c2 , , 

boundary given by 

4(p+1) - 
2 2 2 

(r1 62) 
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by -cp, Cr 

-(B -C) 

2 -(61 -6 2) 

2 

1 
-6 

2 

D 

) can be constructed 

(B -C) (B -C) 

2 2 2 2 
(61 -62) -(61-6 2) 

with the 

2 

^(B-C) 
t 

- 

p 
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IV. PROCEDURES WHEN TOTAL SAMPLE AND ONE SUBSAMPLE 
ARE FITTED 

If it happens that the regression equation is fitted to the total 

sample and one of the subsamples rather than to the two disjoint sub - 

samples, then the derived coefficient vectors will not be independent 

nor will the residual sums of squares. For the sake of discussion 

and without loss of generality, assume that the W- sample is the fitted 

subsample. The question arises, can the information obtained from 

these two fits be used to detect any inhomogeneity among the two dis- 

joint subsamples ? 

In the case where the normal equations and total sums of 

squares are known, this problem has a direct solution. If the factors 

in the normal equations (X'X, X'Y, U' U, and U' W) and the total 

sums of squares (Y'Y and W' W) are known, C and 

(Z -VC)' (Z -VC) may be determined directly from these terms with- 

out having to fit the Z- sample. 

Theorem 4. 1: C = (X'X- U'U)- -U'W) and 

(Z-Ve) = (Y'Y- W'W)- (X'Y -U'W)' (X'X- U'U)- 1(X'Y -U'W). 

Proof: Y'Y = {w' , Z' ] [ z ] = W'W + Z'Z , 

X'X=[U',V'] [V] =U'U+V'V , 

and 

( Z- VGô 
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x'Y =[u',v'] [2] = u'w + v'z . 

Therefore 

Z'Z = Y'Y-W'W, V'V = X'X-U'U, 

and 

Now, 

consequently 

V'Z = X'Y - U'W. 

C = (V'V)-1V'Z, 

C = (X'X- U'U)- 1(X'Y -U' W); 

and from Theorem 2. 1 

(Z -VC)' (Z -VC) = Z' (I- V(V'V) -1V' )Z 

= Z'Z-Z' V(V'V)-1V'Z 

_ (Y'Y-W'W)-(X'Y-U'W)' (X'X-U' U) 1(X'Y -U'W). 

We therefore see that with this amount of information available the 

tests and procedures in Chapter 3 may be used to test whether the 

W- sample and the Z- sample come from the same population. 

In the case where the factors in the normal equations are 
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unknown, the problem is somewhat more involved. Assume, again, 

that the total sample and one subsample were fitted with the same 

regression equation, only this time the factors of the normal equa- 

tions (X'X, X'Y, U'U, and U'W) are not available. The only 

information available being the residual sum of squares, 

(W -Us)' (W -UB), from the fitted subsample and a way to compute 

(W -UÂ)' (W -UÁ). If the residuals (Y -XÂ) are available, as they 

were in the oceanography example cited in the introduction, then 

(W -UÁ)' (W -UÁ) may be computed by summing the squares of the 

components of (Y -XÁ) over the W- sample space only . To be 

more precise, if 

K = 

then 

I(n1Xn1) 0 (ni Xn2) 

--0(n2 
X n 1) 0 (n2 X n2) 

K(Y-XÁ) = KY-KXÁ 

= K[W] -K[U] Á 
Z V 

= 

Therefore 

(W-UÁ)' (W-UÂ) = (Y-XÁ.)' K' K(Y-XÁ) = (Y-XÂ)' K (Y-XÁ) 

(W -UA). 
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which is the sum of squares of the components of (Y -XÁ) over the 

W- sample. With this information it is possible to obtain the quad- 

ratic form (B -Â)' U' U(B -Â) which, if its distribution were known 

and tabulated, would be useful in making inferences about the homo- 

geneity of the total population. 

In order to study the quadratic form (B -Â)' U' U(B -Â) some 

properties that are consequences of the normal equations will be 

needed. These properties are stated in the following theorems. 

Theorem 4. 2: Let Y = XA.+ e be any general linear hypothesis 

model where A is the least -square estimator of A, then 

X'(Y -XÂ) = 0 (pX 1). 

Proof: From the normal equations X'XÂ = X'Y we get 

X'Y -X'XÂ = 0 (pX 1) and finally, X' (Y -XA) = 0 (pX 1). 

Theorem 4. 3: Let Y = XA + s, W = UB +r1, and Z= VC +b be 

the regression equation for the total sample and the two disjoint 

subsamples, respectively, as defined in Chapter 2. Then 

U'U(B -A) = 

Proof: From Theorem 4. 1 we know that X'X = U'U + V'V and 

that X'Y = U'W + V'Z. From the normal equations X'XA = X'Y 

we get (U'U+ V'V)Â = U'W + V'Z. But U'UB = U'W and 

V'VC = V'Z; therefore, U'UA + V'VÂ = U'UB + V'VC, and then 

V'V(Á -C). 
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U'UB -U'UA = V'VÂ -V'VC, and finally U'U(B-Â) = V'V(Á -C). 

Corollary 4. 3. 1: Since X'X = U'U+ V'V, we have V'V = X'X -U'U. 

Therefore, 

then 

U'U(B-Â) _ (X'X-U'U)(Â-C), 

u'u(B-Â) = x'x(Â-C)-U'u(Â-C), 

U'U(B-Â)+ U'U(Â-C) = X'X(Â-C), 

from which it follows that 

U'U(B-C) = X'X(A-C). 

(B -Â)' U'U(B -Â) is obtained by finding the difference of the known 

sums of squares (W -UA)' (W -UÁ) and (W -UB)' (W -UB). This 

may be seen by partitioning the sum of squares (W- UÂ)'(W -UÂ). 

Theorem 4. 4: (B- Á)'U'U(B -A) = (W- UÂ)'(W- UÁ)- (W- UB)'(W -UB). 

Proof: (W-UÂ)'(W-UA.) = (W-UB+UB-UÂ)' (W-UB + UB-UA), 

(W-UÂ)'(W-UÂ) = [ (W-UB)+U(B-Â)]' [ (W-UB)+U(B-Â)] , 

(W-UÂ)'(W-UA.) = (W-UB)'(W-UB)+(W-UB)' U(B-Â) 

+ (B-Â)'U'(W-UB)+ (B-Â)'U'U(B-Â). 

By Theorem 4. 2, 
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(W-UB)' U = U'(W-UB) = 0 . 

Therefore, 

(W-UB)'(W-UB)+ 

and hence, 

(B-Â)'U'U(B-Â) = (W-UÂ)'(W-UÂ)-(W-UB)'(W-UB). 

Thus the quadratic form (B- Â)'U'U(BÂ) may be computed 

without explicitly knowing U' U. 

To study the distribution of (B- Â)'U'U(B -Â), let us first 

look at the distribution of (-20. 

Theorem Theorem 4. 5: (B -A) has a multivariate normal distribution with 

mean [I- (X'X) -1 U'U] B- (X'X) -1V'VC and dispersion matrix 

6 
1[ 

(U'U) -1- 1- 1 +(X'X)- lU'U(X'X) -1] +Z(X'X) 1V'V(X'X) -1. 

Proof: From Theorem 2. 1 B = (U'U) -1U'W 

and 

A = (X'X)-1X' Y ; 

therefore 

(B-Â) = (U'U)-1U'W-(X'X)-1X' Y, 

(B-Â) = (U'U)-1U'W-(X'X)-1(U1W+V'Z); 

therefore, 

(W-UÁ)'(W-UÁ) _ 

2(X'X)- 
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(i3-8\i) = [ (U'U)-1-(X'X)-1] u'W -(x'X)- ly' z. 

The moment generating function for W is 

mw(T) = exp {T'UB + 
2 
T' 6 1 T } . Therefore the moment generating 

function for [(U'U)- 1- (X'X) -1] U'W is 

m 
1 

(T) =m (U[ (U'U)-1-(X'X)-1] T) 
[(U'U) -(X'X) ]U'w 

= exp {T'[(UU)1 
(X'X.)-1]U'UB 

+2T'[(UU) 1 (X'X) 1]1T'iU[(U'U)1 T 

= exp {T'[I-(X'X) 1U'U] B 

+ZT'61[(UU)1-2()1+(X'X)lU'U(X'X)1]T Y. 

The moment generating function for Z is 

mz(T) = exp {T' VC + 2 T' Cr 2T }. Therefore, the moment generating 

function for -(X'X) -1 
V' Z is 

(T) = m (-V(X'X)-1T) 
-1V., Z 

= exp {-T' (X'X) 1V'VC + 
Z 

ZV (X'X) 1T 

= exp {-T(X'X) 1V'VC + ZT'[ o-2(X'X) 1v'V(X'X)1] T 1. 

Using the fact that W and Z are independent we have 

m 

1V' } 
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m .(T) =m B-A [(u' u)-1-(x'x)-1] U'W-(x'x)-1V.9 Z(T) 

= m (T) m 
[(U'U)-1-(X'X)-1] u'w -(X'X)-1V.' Z 

= exp{T'[ B-(X'X)-1U'UB-(X'X)-1V'VC] 

+ 

(T) 

- 
2 

-2(X'X)-1+(X'X) 
lU'U(X'X)-1) 

+ 62(X'X) 1V'V(X' X)-1] T 1. 

This last expression is the moment generating function for a multi- 

variate normal random variable with mean [I- (X'X) -1U'U] B- (X'X)V'VC 

and dispersion matrix 

o-1[ ( U' U)- 
1- 1+( X' X)- 1U'U(X'X)- 1] +62(X'X)- 1V'V(X' X) -1.. 

When it can be assumed that 61 = 62, 

of (B -Á) will be 61[ (U'U) 1- (X'X) -1] 

Consider the quadratic form 

the assumption 61= 62, then 

the dispersion matrix 

2)(B -Á) 
61 

(B -Á)' (U:2 
)(B -A) 

a- 
1 

and make 

will have a 

non -central chi -square distribution if and only if the product of the 
n n 

matrix of the quadratic form with the dispersion matrix for 

is idempotent (2, p. 84). However, 

(U'u/61). {61[ (U'U)-1-(X' X)1] } _ [ I-U' U(X' x)-1] 

- 

(g-Á)' ( U 
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and this matrix is not idempotent. Therefore, (B -Á)' (U'U /o- 1)(B.A) 

does not have a non -central chi -square distribution, even under the 

restriction that 
61 

= a-2 

Rather than pursue the distribution of (B- Á)'(U'U /o1)(B -Á), 

consider the ratio (B -Á)' U'U(B -A)/ (p61) 

mation to the F statistic 

as a conservative approxi- 

-1 
F1 = (B-C)' [ (U'U)-1+(V'V)-1] (B-C)/ (P61) 

-1 
-1 

When 
61 

= o-2, 6 (B-C)'[ (U' U) +(V' V) -] 63-e)/ a-1 has a non- 

central chi -square distribution with p degrees of freedom by 

Theorem 3. 1. From Theorem 3. 3, recall that 

(W -UB)' (W- U1A3) o-1 = (n1 -p)1/ 
61 

has a central chi -square distri- 

bution with n1 -p degrees of freedom and that (nl p)o-1 /o-1 is 
-1 

independent of (B- 6)' NU' U) 1 +(V'V) -] (T3-)/ o-2 . Consequently, 

the ratio 

-1 

F1 = {(B-e)'[(U'U) 1 +(V'V) (B-C)/ (61p)}/ {(nl-P)61/[61(ní P)] 

-1 
= (B-C)'[ (Ut U)-1+(V'V)-1] (B-C)/ (P61) 

has a non -central F distribution with p and n 

freedom. 

If it can be shown that 

1 
-p degrees of 

} 



then 

-1 
(B-Á)' U' U(13-Â) < (B-C)' [(U'U)-1+(V'V)] (B-C) 

F2 = {(B-Â)'U' U(B-Á)/ (61p) }/ {(nl°P)61/[ (nl-P)°r1] 

= (B-Á)' U' U(B-Á.)/ (p6 F 1) < 
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-1 
In order to show that ( B- Â)'U'U(B- Á) <(3- C)'[(U'U)1 +(V'V) 1] 

(B -C) 

it is necessary to prove an additional theorem. 

-1 
Theorem 4. 6: [ (U'U)- 1 +(V'V) -1] = U'U- U'U(X'X) 

Proof: Consider 

Then 

(U'U)- 1 +(V'V) -1 = (V'V) -1(V'V +U'U)(U'U) -1 

(V'V)- 
1(X'X)(U'U) -1. 

-1 

[ (U'U)-1+(V'V)-1] = U'U(X'X)-1V,v. 

= U' U(X' X) -1 (X' X- U' U) 

= U'U-U'U(X'X)-1 U'U. 

U' U. 

-1 
Theorem 4.7: (B- Á)'U'U(B- Á)<(B- C)'[(U'U) 1 +(V'V) 

-1] 
(B -C). 

Proof: By Theorem 4. 6 

= . 

. 
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-1 
(B-8)'[(U'U)-1+(V'V) 1] (B-C) = (B-C)'[U'U-U'U(X'X)-1U'U] (B-C) 

n n n n n -1 n 
= (B-C)'U'U(B-C)-(B-C)'U'U(x'x) U'U(B-C). 

From Corollary 4. 3. 1, 

(Â-C) = (X'X)-lU'U(B-C) ; 

therefore, 

-1 
(B-C)'[(U'U)-1+(V'V)-1] (B-C) = (B-C)'U'U(B-C)-(B-C)'U'U(Á-C) 

= 

n n A n 
_ (B-C)U'U(B-A) 

= [ (B-Á)+(Á-C)]' U'U(B-Â) 

= (B-Â)'U'U(B-Â)4.-C)'U'U(B-ÂJ 

From Theorem 4. 3, U'U(B -Á)= V'V(Â -C); therefore, 

-1 
(B-C)'[(U'U)-1+(V'V)-1] (B-C) _ (B-A)' U'U(B-Á)+(Â-C)'V'V(Â-C 

Since V'V is positive definite, the theorem follows, with equality 

holding only when Â = C, in which case B = Â and B = C. 

As a direct consequence of Theorem 4. 7 

(B-AP U'U(B-Á)/ (p6l) = { (W-UÁ)'(W-UÂ B )-(W-UB)'(W-U) }/(pá-1) 

-1 
< F = -C)' [(U'U)-1+(v'v)-1 ] (Peri). (B-C)/ (B )/ 

(B-C)U'I;"(B-C-Á+C) 

F2 = 
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Consequently, if F2 > F1- a(p,n1 -p), the (1 -a) point of the 

central F distribution with p and n1 -p degrees of freedom, 

a hypothesis yp that B= C 
2 2 yp (under the assumption that 

61 
= 

2) 

would be rejected. It is to be emphasized, however, that obtaining 

a non -critical F2 does not necessarily mean that F1 would also 

be non- critical. F2, then, is the conservative approximation to 

the F- statistic that was being sought. 
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V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

Available procedures for testing the homogeneity of two sam- 

pies fitted by the same regression equation have been discussed. The 

tests vary according to how much is known, or can be assumed, about 

the two samples. Essentially these procedures involve testing a 

hypothesis that the coefficient vectors from the two fits are equal 

when their residual variances are known, unknown but equal, and 

unknown. Ellipsoidal confidence regions for the unknown parameters 

in the regression equations are also obtainable under these conditions. 

When the two samples together and one sample alone are fitted 

separately by the regression equation, the parameters associated with 

the unfitted sample are determinable if the sums of squares and the 

factors in the normal equations for both fits are known. Hence, the 

statistical techniques for constructing confidence regions, and testing 

hypotheses, that are applicable where the two disjoint samples are 

individually fitted, are available. If total sums of squares and the 

factors in the normal equations are not known, or are not available, 

then with little more than thé residual sums of squares for each fit 

a conservative approximation to an exact test is available to test the 

homogeneity hypothesis, if it can be assumed that the residual vari- 

ances for the two disjoint samples are equal. 

When there is a choice, the approach wherein the two disjoint 
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samples are individually fitted by the regression equation is prefer- 

able. In the event that it is desirable to fit one sample and the 

union of the two disjoint samples, retain all of the sums of squares 

and cross -product matrices that enter into the normal equations, as 

well as the total sums of squares, so that the parameters of the unfitted 

sample may be determined. Then the same statistical techniques are 

available as when the two disjoint samples are fitted individually. 

The approximation to the F statistic that utilizes only two sums of 

squares should be used only in situations where all of the above infor- 

mation is not available. 
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